**The Ball at Versailles**  
Danielle Steel  
Four American debutantes attend a renowned Paris cotillion.

**Resurrection Walk**  
Michael Connelly  
Asked to represent a woman convicted of killing her husband, a sheriff's deputy, defense attorney Mickey Haller calls on retired LAPD Detective Harry Bosch for help.

**Unnatural Death**  
Patricia Cornwell  
Two mauled bodies in the woods. Top secret autopsies. The most chilling cases of Scarpetta’s career.

**The Mystery Guest**  
Nita Prose  
A new mess. A new mystery. It's up to Molly the maid to uncover the truth, no matter how dirty, in this standalone novel.

**Iron Flame**  
Rebecca Yarros  
Now the real training begins, and Violet’s already wondering how she’ll get through.

**Class**  
Stephanie Land  
A gripping memoir about college, motherhood, poverty, and life after Maid

**My Name Is Barbra**  
Barbra Streisand  
The long-awaited memoir by the superstar of stage, screen, recordings, and television.
New Books for November

**The Little Liar**
Mitch Alborn
The intertwining lives of three Holocaust survivors are forever changed by the perils of deception and the grace of redemption.

**The Edge**
David Baldacci
The 6:20 Man is back, dropped by his handlers into a small coastal town in Maine to solve the murder of a CIA agent who knew America’s dirtiest secrets.

**Command and Control**
Marc Cameron
A Russian plot to seize the Panama Canal plunges President Jack Ryan into a desperate fight for his life.

**Uhtred's Feast**
Bernard Cornwell
Completes the epic Last Kingdom series with three exclusive short stories and sixty recipes that bring Uhtred’s world to life as never before.

**The Watchmaker's Hand**
Jeffery Deaver
Forensic criminalist Lincoln Rhyme and detective Amelia Sachs track a criminal with a bizarre and catastrophic m.o. —toppling the construction cranes in New York City.

**The Manor House**
Gilly Macmillan
Having won the lottery, Nicole and Tom live luxuriously in a custom-built Glass Barn and all's well until Tom is found floating dead in the pool.

**Alex Cross Must Die**
James Patterson
Detective Alex Cross is in the sights of the Dead Hours Killer, a serial murderer on a ruthless mission.

**Inheritance**
Nora Roberts
A tale of tragedies, loves found and lost, and a family haunted for generations.

**There Should Have Been Eight**
Nalini Singh
A remote estate in New Zealand’s Southern Alps hosts a reunion no one will ever forget.

**A Very Inconvenient Scandal**
Jacquelyn Mitchard
A page-turning family drama that explores the emotional consequences of loyalty, deception and jealousy.

**The Future**
Naomi Alderman
A handful of friends plot a daring heist to save the world from the tech giants whose greed threatens life as we know it.

**Day**
Michael Cunningham
An exploration of love and loss, the struggles and limitations of family life—and how we all must learn to live together and apart.

**A Very Inconvenient Scandal**
Jacquelyn Mitchard
A page-turning family drama that explores the emotional consequences of loyalty, deception and jealousy.

**The Manor House**
Gilly Macmillan
Having won the lottery, Nicole and Tom live luxuriously in a custom-built Glass Barn and all's well until Tom is found floating dead in the pool.

Place holds at btpl.org with your Bloomfield Township library card and PIN or contact Adult Services at AskAdult@btpl.org, (248) 642-5800, or in person.